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EditorialHow to Understand SystemsThe behavior of specific regulatory proteins in stem cells would
seem to have little to do with searching massive datasets. Yet
two studies on these very topics share the spotlight in this issue.
Superficially, they showcase the contrasting ‘‘styles’’ of scienti-
fic inquiry that are of interest to this journal—small-scale, bot-
tom-up versus large-scale, top-down approaches. The debate
over the relative merits of each is longstanding and well-trodden
and needs no repeating here. Rather, examining an important
similarity between the two studies hints at what is needed if we
are to succeed in understanding complex biological systems.
On pp.117–129, Cameron Sokolik, Matt Thomson, and col-
leagues investigate how mouse embryonic stem cells distin-
guish authentic differentiation cues from spurious noise. In do-
ing so, the authors invoke a familiar metaphor, ‘‘Waddington’s
work on epigenetic landscapes has long been viewed as a qual-
itative metaphor for cell fate regulation. Here, we find that a
mathematical model based upon an underlying Waddington-
like energy landscape additionally provides a quantitative math-
ematical framework for dissecting a simple cell fate transition.’’
It’s easy to forget that Waddington’s landscape, with its balls
rolling down hills, is just a hypothesis, a useful way of structuring
our thinking. Sokolik et al. quantify the landscape more formally.
Using a simple mathematical model, the authors show that the
concentration of a keymolecule really doesbehave likeWadding-
ton’sball. Thesurfaceof the landscapecanbe thoughtof asafield
of probability likelihoods—residing in valleys is likely, whereas
landing on peaks is rare—all dictated by biological context.
What’s remarkable is that the landscape moves. As the ball
travels down the hill, the landscape itself is shifting and changing
the likelihood that the ball will come to rest in a particular valley.
By pinning this admittedly abstract, large-scale behavior to the
properties of keymolecules operating within a particular context,
Sokolik et al. makeWaddington’s metaphor for cell-fate decision
making rigorous and explicit, allowing for the generation of test-
able hypotheses about interesting properties of the system, such
as how long it remembers whether it has been perturbed.
In contrast, William Yu, Noah Daniels, Bonnie Berger, and col-
leagues (pp.130–140) describe a very different kind of study,
‘‘We have introduced an entropy-scaling framework for acceler-
ating approximate search, allowing search on large omics data-
sets to scale even as those datasets grow exponentially. The
primary advance of this framework is that it bounds both time
and space as functions of the dataset entropy.’’
This work tackles a fundamental problem—namely, how to
search for items that are similar to a particular item of interest.
Yu et al. address this problem by studying the intrinsic structure
of thedata. A keycontribution is to characterize adataset in terms
of howdisordered and redundant it is. This can be quantified, like
in thermodynamics, usingconcepts of entropy.A secondseminal
contribution is an algorithmic framework, supported by mathe-
matical proofs, for exploiting entropy to accelerate search.
In these respects, thepaperbyYuetal. is the rarework thatcrys-
tallizesourunderstandingofan idea,providesageneral framework
for applying that idea to many problems, and demonstrates in
messy real-world cases that the approach actually works.Despite the strengths of the studies from Sokolik et al. and
Yu et al., the peer review of such work is not always straightfor-
ward. For example, the notion of using the Waddington land-
scape as a metaphor for cell development is well established,
and there is a rich history of dynamical systems analysis of reg-
ulatory networks. But as is often the casewith bottom-up studies
such as Sokolok et al., the merits of a study rest on its combina-
tion of theory and experiment, and, in this case, the use of
relatively new experimental tools, optogenetics and CRISPR,
to provide support for the validity of a theory.
In the case of Yu et al., the study is at its core one of computer
science and mathematics. However, in the field of mathematics,
peer reviewers are expected to confirm the correctness of math-
ematical arguments and proofs and accordingly are given
months to years to review a paper, much longer than the typical
peer review period allocated for experimental biology. At Cell
Systems we aim to develop processes sensitive to this. For Yu
et al., a subset of reviewers having the necessary mathematical
expertise were given extra time and explicitly asked to verify the
correctness of the mathematical claims in the paper, which are
correct to the best of the reviewers’ knowledge. As a result,
the paper will receive, pending resolution of a few technical pub-
lishing hurdles, a special ‘‘Math Reviewed’’ designation.
On a practical level, the publications of Sokolik et al. and Yu
et al. represent our view that progress toward systems-level un-
derstanding can be fostered by recognizing the needs of small-
and large-scale studies and accommodating these during the
peer review process. On a philosophical level, the two studies
are similar in their aspirations to provide conceptual frameworks
for understanding complex problems. Elegant conceptual ad-
vances provide an intellectual scaffold on which to break down
complexity and understand it with renewed appreciation for
what has been done before and what more is needed. This is
not to say that every study must advance a foundational
concept, but those that do are art indeed.
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